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My Summer Holiday Fun!
Grade II
2022-2023

Dear Parent,
Summer vacation is the most awaited time of the year in a student’s life, when they can relax and have loads of fun with
family and friends. However, it is important to keep children engaged in regular meaningful activities, so that they are
entertained and we can also ensure that the summer slide in learning is avoided. Keeping that in mind, we have carefully put
together fun homework tasks to keep their minds stimulated. Parents, kindly encourage your child to do a little bit every
day, monitor their work, and guide them as and when required

Show your love for Nature
1. Pick up any 5 different dried
leaves, take a print of the leaves
on a handkerchief, T Shirt or an
apron and then paste the leaves in your
scrapbook.
2. Make your own kitchen garden,
plant any 2 to 3 different seeds in
pots, water them every day and call
your friend when they become
saplings and click a picture with
the plants.
3. Keep a pot full of water for the
birds and animals to drink.
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind!
Exercise for 15 to 20 minutes every
day. Be sure to include meditation
before and cool down for a few
minutes after the activity. Make a
log of ten activities (Write in the
given table) that you did and identify the joints and
muscles that you used to do them.
For e.g. When you skip rope, you are using the
muscles and joints of your knees, legs and arms.

I am an animal lover!
Be creative and make a bookmark of your favourite animal.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lhePFhRyRg

Activity

Joints and muscles used

Song & Dance!

Telugu

Learn any folk dance, sing along, record and share
your video while doing it.

ఇచ్చిన హల్లుల్తో గుణింతాల్ చార్టు తయార్టచేయిండి. వాటికి

Hindi
गर्मी के र्मौसर्म र्मैं ककसी भी एक पशु या पक्षी के लिए घर
बनाए और उसकी दे ख भाि कैसे करें गे उसका चित्र बनकर
प्रदलशित करे ।

సింబింధించ్చన చ్చతాాల్ల గీయిండి.
( క, చ , త ,మ, ర ,ద ,ల, న, భ, ప)
ఉదా: - గుణింతపు గుర్టుల్ల క కా కి కీ కల కూ కృ కౄ కె కే కెై కొ
కో కౌ కిం కః

बारह खडी का अभ्यास करें ।

Help and Earn Rewards
Dear children
To stay fit and healthy, it is very important to set a daily routine. Do the given tasks and earn rewards in the form of your
favourite cookies, milkshake, extra play time etc.
Tasks
Wake up early
Exercised and meditated

Yes I did it/No I did not do it

Rewards

Ate healthy food
Played outdoors
Read for 10 minutes everyday
Helped in household chores
Used Magic Words like Sorry, Thank
You, Please, Excuse Me and May I
Reading Time
Choose any 5 stories of your choice from the given links, read and fill the reading journal.
1. Rotten Apple https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/289530-a-rotten-apple
2. A Lesson Given by a Child to His Father https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/356797-a-lesson-given-by-a-child-to-his-father
3. The Little Ice cream https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/294561-the-little-ice-cream
4. Chinnu Won https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/114103-chinnu-won
5. The Old Women and The Fat Hen https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/195756-the-old-women-and-the-fat-hen
6. Name, Place, Animals, Things Game https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/194042-name-place-animals-things-game
7. The Confused Man https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/416884-the-confused-man
8. Dreams Came True https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/185215-dreams-came-true
9. Greediness https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/360206-greediness
10. School https://storyweaver.org.in/stories/236451-school

My Reading Journal
Name of the
Story

Reason to choose
the Story

Moral of the Story

What did you like the
most in the story?

Can you relate any one
character from the story to
your family member or
friend?

Ascending and Descending order
46

55
58
51

20

_ 38
74
15

32

89

Arrange the bees in Ascending order.

------

Now arrange the bees in Descending order.

45

Help your mom with a laundry, hang the clothes on the drying line in ascending
order.

Let us draw the pictures of it in the given boxes.

Now draw the pictures in descending order.

Ordinal Numbers
Hello I am Mr Engine carrying goods with me. Guess my position
in ordinal number from right to left ___________.
I am carrying coal and I am in _______ position from the engine.
The carriage which is carrying wood is at _______ position from
the engine.

Look at the runner’s number and write it in ordinal numbers.

6#

3#

4#
5#
7#

2#

1#

Write the ordinal numbers that tells what place each thing is in.

15
25

3

6

40

12

18

